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Today we have one exciting topic and one 

dull topic...

Last lecture we finished looking at rings 

and then started on stereochemistry and 

more specifically chirality...today we need 

to finish off  chirality
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We need some way of  distinguishing 

between enantiomers and telling each 

other which one we have (or even 

diastereoisomers for that matter).

You will see these prefixes in many names.

So guess which topic I think is a little dull 

(but very important)?
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They are a purely experimentally-

determined values, they tell us nothing 

about the structure of  the molecule.

+ rotation is clockwise (dextrorotatory) and 

– is anti-clockwise (laevorotatory).  Rotation 

is independent of  the configuration of  the 

chiral centre.

Achiral, meso or racemic compounds do 

not rotate light.

Another old system...Dextrorotatory is + 

rotation whilst Laevorotatory is –.
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The system is based on glyceraldehyde.  So why is D-glucose so called?

Well first we have to draw it as its Fischer 

projection...

Then...
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...we compare it to glyceraldehyde.

If  a compound is made from (or I guess 

can be decomposed back to) D-

glyceraldehyde then it is the D enantiomer.

Again, this means that D or L is 

independent of  the actual configuration of  

the chiral centre so tells us very little about 

the structure of  the molecule.
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What if  we have a compound like this pain 

killer?

Well, we’re kind of  stuffed as it is very hard 

to get back to any form of  glyceraldehyde.

As a result we need a system that is 

universal and can be applied to any 

molecule...
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This is the systematic method that works 

for any chiral centre (but not quite all 

forms of  chirality...see helices (I guess that 

is right, I hate irregular plurals...how many 

of  you knew ‘opera’ is actually the plural? 

But that’s another story)

R is from rectus the latin for Right

S is from sinister the latin for left
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unfortunately, it means... ...there are rules to learn...
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These are based on the wonderfully named 

Cahn-Ingold-Prelog system.

First we assign the priority of  each atom 

around the chiral centre 
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The atoms attached directly to the 

stereogenic centre are ranked in order of  

decreasing atomic number.  The highest 

atomic number is ranked first.

If  the atoms attached directly to the 

stereogenic centre are identical then move 

to the next set of  atoms along the chain.

So, in this examples there are two carbons 

attached to the stereogenic centre.  So we 

move to the next set of  atoms...
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They are the same again; both carbons are 

attached to a second carbon and two 

hydrogen atoms.

So move along to the next atom...

Here they are different; the one attached to 

the sulfur (16) has the higher priority 

(comes second) when compared to oxygen 

(6).

Hydrogen is normally the lowest priority; 

only a lone pair of  electrons has lower 

priority.
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What about this one...

Again, two carbons are attached to the 

stereogenic centre so we move along the 

chain...

A double bond counts as two atoms 

attached to the carbon.

So, in this case the aldehyde takes priority 

as it has ‘two’ oxygen atoms compared to 

the alcohol’s one oxygen.
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Now we have to rotate the molecule until 

the lowest priority atom points away from 

us...

So the H needs to be facing in this opposite 

direction...

Be careful!  Most mistakes occur when 

people invert the stereochemistry instead 

of  rotating the molecule.
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...so, carefully turn it around... Now look at the other three substituents 

and draw a line connecting them in order of 

priority (i.e. highest priority to lowest 

priority or 1...2...3)
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If  the line is anti-clockwise or to the left 

the compound is S.

If  the line had gone to the Right or 

clockwise then the compound would be the 

R-isomer.
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...makes perfect as your mother might 

say...

Is D-glyceraldehyde R or S?
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First we need to convert the molecule to 

our standard representation.

Remember, the horizontal lines are up, if  

we then place ourselves in the plane of  the 

paper we get the following...

Now assign the priorities...remember the 

carbonyl counts as two oxygen atoms...

The lowest priority (the hydrogen) is 

already pointing away so just connect the 

dots...

...it goes to the Right so it is R.
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More for you to do.

I will not do these in the lectures...but I 

have been kind to give you the answers 

here...
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Just remember to cover the answers before 

you try and attempt the assignment...

...and no laughing at my illegible scrawl
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It’s meaningless as soon as you have more 

than two substituents...
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So we use a systematic nomenclature 

which is applicable to all alkenes and 

funnily enough, is very similar to the 

previous CIP system...

Once again, we have to assign priorities to 

all the substituents.

We use the same (Cahn-Ingold-Prelog) rules  

that we used for R or S nomenclature.
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We then compare the high and low 

priorities...

...if  the highs are on opposite sides then 

the alkene is termed E.

Apparently this is from the German for 

opposite which is Entgegen.
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If  we do the same for this molecule we find 

that I have...

...given us the other isomer in which the 

highest priorities are on the same side.

This is called the Z isomer from the 

German for same side Zusammen.

I remember it in a much more simplistic / 

odd manner but you’ll have to go to the 

lectures for that one...
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Again, I don’t have time to go through 

these in the lectures but here are the 

answers...
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Now you see why I use a computer and not 

rely on my handwriting! 

Enough of  nomenclature, now for 

something a bit more exciting...

Substitution reactions...

See what I did with the picture? 

Substitution...getit? Its because he is about 

to...oh just watch the film, it’s ace...
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Simply put, we substitute one group of  

atoms in our molecule (C) for a new group 

(A)...

...or for an example from chemistry...here 

we substitute the iodide with a hydroxide 

anion.
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What we have to start to understand is the 

nature of  reagents and the process that is 

occurring.

In this case a nucleophile attacks an 

electrophile to give us the product and 

substitute (or kick out) a leaving group.

So what are each of  these reagents?

Nucleophiles are electron rich compounds 

that donate two electrons to form a new 

covalent bond.
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They can be any electron rich compound.

Anions are the easiest to spot as they have 

a negative charge (too many electrons).

But neutral compounds that have a lone 

pair of  electrons can also be nucleophiles.

(neutral molecules with high energy bonds 

can also be nucleophiles but lets deal with 

that another day)

A single electron (or radical) can also be a 

nucleophile.

But I think it is probably safer to ignore 

these things for time being (as you’ll see 

they can be very odd due to being very 

reactive).

(as always, I have to recommend “If  Chins 

Could Kill: Confessions of  a B Movie Actor” 

by the legendary Bruce Campbell)
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Funnily enough, electrophiles are the 

opposite...they are electron poor species 

that accept two electrons to form a new 

covalent bond.

They are electron poor compounds.

The most obvious examples are cations 

(positively charged) compounds as these 

are missing electrons.

But neutral compounds that contain 

electronegative atoms and have highly 

polar bonds can also be electrophiles.  

Alkyl halides are excellent examples of  

such molecules.
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A single electron (or radical) can also be an 

electrophile.

As I said, they are confusing so we will 

definitely be ignoring them!

(as always, I have to recommend “Make 

Love! The Bruce Campbell Way” by the 

legendary Bruce Campbell)

Learn to identify nucleophiles (Nuc or Nu) 

and electrophiles (E)
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A leaving group is electronegative...it wants  

to take electrons away from our substrate.  

It will be a weak base (that is, it is the 

conjugate base of  a very strong acid (a 

compound with a low pKa)).  The weaker 

the base the better the leaving group (all 

other things being equal).

So here are some examples of  substitution 

reactions...
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We can identify the nucleophile, the 

electron rich anion, and the electrophile, 

the polar C–Br bond.  The nucleophile has 

the electrons so it will attack the 

electrophile...donating its electrons to form 

a new bond as shown...

...on this slide.

The electrons move towards the carbon.  As 

the carbon cannot have five bonds (ten 

electrons) we must break a bond and thus 

the electronegative bromine takes the 

electrons and acts as a leaving group.

Overall, we have done a substitution (sorry 

about the poor English).
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We can repeat the process for the other two 

reactions.

In both cases the electron rich compound 

(anion or neutral ammonia with a lone pair) 

uses its electrons to attack the 

electrophile.

Note also how the charge remains constant 

in a reaction (–1 on both sides of  the first 

two reactions and neutral for the last).

In all honesty, if  I had to teach you only one 

thing it would be how to draw reaction 

mechanisms.

Unfortunately, life isn’t fair and I have to 

cram a lot more in.  But I think it is well 

worth a quick detour...
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It’s all about the movement of  electrons 

and the wonder that is the curly arrow...

...this represents the movement of  two 

electrons...which, funnily enough, happens 

to be the number of  electrons in a bond or 

a lone pair.
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Obviously, the first step is to draw the 

reactants (and the products if  you can)...

...then add any lone pairs on the 

reactants...
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Next, using the polarity of  the molecules 

(as judged by electronegativity, which you 

need to get a feel for.  Just remember, if  it 

is to the right of  carbon on the periodic 

table it will be more electronegative), look 

to see if  there are obvious reactive 

groups...

...you should be able to identify the 

electron rich nucleophile and hence the 

nucleophilic atom and, consequently, you 

should be able to spot the...
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...electron poor electrophile and hopefully 

the electrophilic atom (although this is 

occasionally harder).

All you have to do now is draw a curly 

arrow in which the tail of  the arrow starts 

with the electrons...so it invariably starts 

with either a negative charge, a lone pair or 

a multiple bond (but not always).
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...and the head ends with the new bond, 

where the electrons are actually going 

(although we normally draw the head of  

the arrow closer to the electrophilic atom 

to avoid confusion).

Remember: the arrow always flows from 

the electrons (!–) to a positive area / 

electronegative atom / new bond (!+).  It 

never starts from a !+ area. 

If  the new bond is made to an uncharged 

H, C, N or O atom in the electrophilic 

component then one of  the existing bonds 

must be broken and a second arrow 

drawn...
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...this second arrow must go in the same 

direction as the first.  Arrows never go 

towards each other.

The overall charge of  the products must be 

the same as the starting materials  

(reactants).
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Unfortunately, chemists are lazy and they 

frequently forget to mention they have 

thrown their reaction into water...this 

effects the final charge.

So lets have a go...
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Given to you... Should be easy enough...
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Remember...oxygen to the right of  carbon... No choice really, we have an alcohol with 

lone pairs (this is the electron rich 

nucleophile) and an electron poor cation, 

which will have to be the...
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...the electrophile... ...and now the important bit.  Start the 

arrow from the electrons of  the nucleophile 

that are doing the attacking...
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...and end with the new bond! Must have conservation of  charge.  So 

cation on both sides.
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So how can water effect this reaction? Well the top line is the mechanism we have 

just worked out how to draw.  The vertical 

line shows the effect of  adding water (or 

any OH containing molecule, including the 

alcohol itself!)...

This removes a proton and the charge 

(technically it hasn’t...we just have a 

different charged species) but... 
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...many books and people ignore this step 

and the draw the following mechanism.

You have been warned!

And now for something completely 

similar...

(there’s a catch-phrase in there 

somewhere...)
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So draw the mechanism and products for 

this...

Of  course, you could memorise the 

reaction of  an amine and a carbonyl 

groups and just regurgitate it when 

asked...but I can assure you I would be 

able to find examples to trick you...

...or you could learn to work out the 

mechanism...

First identify important polarities and 

hence the nucleophile and the 

electrophile...
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Now use the electrons of  the nucleophile 

to attack the electrophilic carbon atom, 

slowly moving all the electrons towards the 

most electronegative atom (the oxygen).

Why don’t you attack the oxygen directly 

with the nucleophile?  That’s the important 

question!

Make sure the charges balance...
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And again...
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Should be reasonably simple by now? mmmm, lovely curly arrows...
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Make sure the charges balance.  Its like a 

check to make sure you haven’t made an 

error...very useful.

The following examples were cut from the 

lectures but they still maybe of  use to 

you...but I’m not go to annotate them...
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